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Observer Design Based on Self-Recurrent Consequent-Part
Fuzzy Wavelet Neural Network
Xin Wen and Xin Li
Abstract: In this paper, we propose and construct an observer design based on a Self-Recurrent Consequent-Part
Fuzzy Wavelet Neural Network (SRCPFWNN) for a class of nonlinear system. We use a Self-Recurrent Wavelet
Neural Network (SRWNN) to construct a self-recurrent consequent part for each rule of the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang
(TSK) model in the SRCPFWNN and analyze the structure of the fuzzy wavelet neural network model. Based on
the Direct Adaptive Control Theory (DACT) and a back propagation-based learning algorithm, all parameters of the
consequent parts are updated online in the SRCPFWNN. On this basis, we propose a design method using an
adaptive state observer based on an SRCPFWNN for nonlinear systems. Using the Lyapunov function, we then
prove the stability of this observer design method. Our simulation results confirm that the observer can accurately
and quickly estimate the state values of the system.
Key words: Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy model; activation functions; state observer; nonlinear systems;
simulation

1

Introduction

Many Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy model
structures have recently been developed to address the
aspects of system modeling and automatic control for
nonlinear systems. For instance, Dong et al.[1] used
a class of the Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model of
local nonlinear systems to propose an output feedback
control for discrete-time nonlinear systems. Lam and
Lauber[2] conducted a stability analysis of a fuzzy
model control system based on fuzzy Lyapunov
functions. However, the main drawback of the TSK
fuzzy model is that it cannot provide complete mapping
for complex nonlinear systems requiring a large
number of rules to have full mapping capabilities
between inputs and outputs. As an alternative, some
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researchers have proposed to replace the consequent
part of the TSK model with a Wavelet Neural Network
(WNN)[3–8] . Hence, a class of Fuzzy Wavelet Neural
Network (FWNN) has been developed, which combines
the advantages of the fuzzy logic system with those
of the wavelet neural network. The FWNN provides
not only fast convergence speed but also decreases the
number of rules significantly. It is more efficient than
common fuzzy logic systems and neural networks.
State observation is one of the most basic problems
in modern control theory, and the state observer
usually accurately reconstructs the state variables
of the dynamic system and has a very important
role in the application of feedback control, system
monitoring, and fault detection and diagnosis. In the
controller design, such as the state feedback controller
or any other technical controller model, information
about the system state must be known. But in the
actual system, it is not possible to directly measure
all the system’s state variables. A state observer is
usually employed to realize the state feedback. In
automatic control theory, the design method for the
linear system state observer is nearly complete or
successful. For nonlinear systems, however, observer
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design theory has more challenging problems. It
has received a considerable amount of attention,
and has also developed rapidly[9] . Zhang and Xu[10]
proposed an observer for uncertain nonlinear systems
with unmodeled dynamics. Adhyaru[11] constructed
a state observer for a nonlinear system using a
neural network. Wu[12] developed adaptive robust state
observers for a class of uncertain nonlinear dynamical
systems with delayed state perturbations. Boizot et
al.[13] designed an adaptive high-gain observer for
nonlinear systems. Vembarasan et al.[14] designed
a non-fragile state observer for neural networks
with Markovian jumping parameters and time-delays.
Churilov et al.[15] constructed a state observer for
continuous oscillating systems using intrinsic pulsemodulated feedback. However, most of the aboveassociated observer gains have very high gain value
when designing or constructing the state observer. High
observer gain value increases the sensitivity to noise,
which limits the actual use of the observer. Therefore,
the design of a state observer for complex nonlinear
systems must be further perfected.
The Self-Recurrent Consequent-Part FWNN
(SRCPFWNN) has more generalization ability and
faster convergence, and the FWNN can overcome the
continuity and discontinuity issues of the weak TSK
model. This network can realize nonlinear function
approximation and dynamic system identification with
higher accuracy. In this paper, we propose using the
SRCPFWNN to design an adaptive state observer for a
class of nonlinear system. Our simulation results reveal
that the observer can estimate the state values of the
system accurately and quickly.

2

Self-Recurrent Consequent-Part Fuzzy
Wavelet Neural Network

The SRCPFWNN is a feed forward multi-layer neural
network, which is embedded into a TSK fuzzy network
in order to increase the accuracy of the model and the
flexibility of the TSK system. Now, suppose that there
are Nr fuzzy IF-THEN rules in the following form:
R1 W IF x1 is A11 AND x2 is A21 AND    xNin is
Nr;.1/
X
ANin 1 THEN 1 D
wm;.1/ : m.1/ I
mD1

R2 W IF x1 is A12 AND x2 is A22 AND    xNin is
Nr;.2/
X
ANin 2 THEN 2 D
wm;.2/ : m.2/ I
mD1
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RNr W IF x1 is A1Nr AND x2 is A2Nr AND    xNin is
Nr;.Nr /
X
ANin Nr THEN Nr D
wm;.Nw / : m.Nr /
mD1

(1)
where xi is the i -th input variable of the system and
Aij is a linguistic term characterized by the fuzzy
membership function Aij .xi /; i is the output of each
node for consequent part; wm is the connection weight;
and m is the product of wavelets.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
SRCPFWNN structure with Nin inputs, one output,
Nr fuzzy rules, and Ni  Nw mother wavelets. The
SRCPFWNN structure consists of six layers of neurons.
The first layer is an input layer, which accepts input
variables and directly transmits the accepted inputs to
the second layer. In this paper, we select the Gaussian
function as the membership function of the second
layer. The output of each node in this layer is as follows:
Aij .xi / D exp. .xi cij /2 =ij2 /;
(2)
8 i D 1; : : : ; Nin ; j D 1; : : : ; Nr
where cij and ij are the center and scaling factors for
the membership function, respectively.
Each node of the third layer represents the fuzzy rule
R and the node number of this layer is equal to the sum
of the rules. The output of each node is as follows:
Y
j .x/ D
Aij .xi / ; i D 1; : : : ; Nin ;
(3)
i
j D 1; : : : ; Nr and 0 < j 6 1
The fourth layer is the consequent-part layer, which
is composed of an Nr self-recurrent wavelet neural
network. The first derivative of the Gaussian function
is selected as the mother wavelet function, as follows:
 2
x
.x/ D x  exp
(4)
2
By using Eq. (4) in Eq. (2), each wavelet of the fourth
layer at a discrete time k is represented as follows:
2
lm D lm .zlm .k// D zlm .k/  exp. 0:5zlm
.k//;
8 zlm .k/ D .ulm .k/ tlm .k//=dlm .k/;
l D 1; : : : ; Nin ; m D 1; : : : ; Nr
The output of the fourth layer is
ulm .k/ D xl .k/ C lm .k 1/  lm .k/

(5)
(6)

where tlm and dlm are the translation and dilation
factors of the wavelets, respectively; and lm denotes
the weight of the self-feedback loop.
The product of the wavelets is then calculated in the
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product layer of the fourth layer as follows:
Nin
Y
lm D
m D
lD1
Nin
Y




zlm .k/ exp

lD1


1 2
z .k/
2 lm

mD1

The fifth layer is a product layer where the outputs
of the fourth layer are multiplied by the node outputs of
the third layer, as follows:
uj .x/ D O j .x/  j ; j D 1; : : : ; Nr
(9)
where
O j .x/ D j .x/=

Nr
X

j .x/

@E
2
@p.j
/

(16)

3
3
p.j
/ .k C 1/ D p.j / .k/

d

.k/ 

@E
3
@p.j
/

(17)

4
4
p.j
/ .k C 1/ D p.j / .k/



.k/ 

@E
4
@p.j
/

(18)

(14)

In the sample period, we can update an arbitrary
parameter of the consequent part online by taking
advantage of the BP algorithm, as follows:
@E
1
1
w
p.j
.k/  1
(15)
/ .k C 1/ D p.j / .k/
@p.j /

j .x/
 XN
r
j .x/

@ m;.j / @zlm;.j /
@E
@E @u
@j
D
D




3
3
@u
@
@
@z
@p.j
@p.j
j
m;.j /
lm;.j /
/
/

Learning Algorithm for the SRCPFWNN

Select the cost function:
1
1
E.k/ D Œ.ud .k/ u.k//2  D .e.k//2
(13)
2
2
The all-parameters vector of the consequent part can
be represented as follows:
1
2
3
4
P.j / D Œp.j
; p.j
; p.j
; p.j
D
/
/
/
/

m;.j /

(19)
@ m;.j / @zlm;.j /
@E
@E @u
@j
D
D




2
2
@u @j @ m;.j / @zlm;.j /
@p.j
@p.j
/
/


1
d

.u u /wm;.j / m;.j /
dlm


1
j .x/
zlm;.j / PN
(20)
r
zlm;.j /
j D1 j .x/

(10)

In the training process of the neural network, all the
parameters in the consequent part of the fuzzy rules
must be adjusted in real-time operation. In this paper,
we apply the Backward Propagation (BP) learning
algorithm to adjust the parameters of the consequent
part. We assume that ud .k/ and u.k/ are the expected
and the actual output values of the SRCPFWNN at the
discrete time k, respectively. Then, we can express the
output error of the network as follows:
e.k/ D ud .k/ u.k/
(12)

ud .k// 

j D1

j D1

Œwm.j / ; tlm;.j / ; dlm;.j / ; lm;.j / 

.k/ 

.u.k/

The sixth layer is the output of the SRPFWNN, which
can be calculated as follows:
Nr
Nr
X
X
uj
(11)
O j .x/  j D
u.k/ D

3

t

where D Œ w ; t ; d ;   denotes the learning rates.
In Eqs. (15) to (18), the values of the derivatives are
as follows:
@E
@E @u @j
D

 1 D
1
@u @j @p.j
@p.j /
/

j D1

j D1

2
2
p.j
/ .k C 1/ D p.j / .k/

(7)

The output of the consequent-part layer can be
calculated as follows:
Nr
X
wm; .j /  m; .j /
(8)
j .k/ D
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zlm;.j / 

@E

@E
@E @u
D

4
@u @j
@p.j /
@ m;.j /
@zlm;.j /



4.1

@j


@ m;.j /
@zlm;.j / @ulm;.j /


D
4
@ulm;.j /
@p.j
/

lm;.j / .k

4

(21)

@tlm;.j /

1/ 

@E
@tlm;.j /

(22)

Adaptive State Observer Based on the
SRCPFWNN
Observer design

Consider the following nonlinear system:
(
xP D Ax C f .x; u/I
y D Cx

(23)

where f .x; u/ represents a nonlinear function vector,
C 2 Rmm is a constant matrix, and A 2 Rnn is a
Hurwitz matrix selected so that (A, C) is observable.
An SRCPFWNN adaptive observer model may be
constructed for the nonlinear system of Eq. (23), as
shown in Fig. 2.
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(

eP D .A GC/e C Wg.x; u/
ey D Ce

O x; u/ C "i .x/I
Wg.O
(30)

4.2

Fig. 2

SRCPFWNN observer model.

The adaptive observer for the system in Eq. (23) can
be described
( as follows:
xPO D AOx C Of.Ox; u// C G.y yO /I
(24)
yO D COx
where G is the observer gain matrix, which means M D
A GC is a Hurwitz matrix.
Now, assume that the relationship between the input
and output of the SRCPFWNN is satisfied y D WT g.x/,
and the error is ".x/. From the performance of the
neural network, we can see that it can approximate
any nonlinear system. Then, the existence of "i .x/ 2
".x/ > 0 makes the SRCPFWNN able to approach the
nonlinear function f .x; u/ as follows:
.x/ D Wg.x/ C "i .x/
(25)
where W denotes the weights of the neural network,
"i .x/ denotes the estimation error, and k"i .x.t //k 6 "N ,
which is bounded. Assuming that the weights of the
neural network are bounded, then kWkF 6 WM .
Substituting f .x; u/ in Eq. (25), we can obtain the
following:
f .x; u/ D Wg.x; u/ C "i .x/
(26)
Thus, we estimate the neural network function as
follows:
O x; u/
fO.Ox; u/ D Wg.O
(27)
Using Eq. (27) in Eq. (24), we obtain the following:
(
O x; u/ C G.y yO /I
xOP D AOx C Wg.O
(28)
yO D COx
We define the state error e and output error ey as
follows:
(
e D x xO I
(29)
ey D y yO
Using Eqs. (23), (28), and (29), we can obtain the
following:

Stability analysis

Under certain conditions, the definition of a suitable
learning rule might be better trained neural networks
that ensure the stability of the observer. In order to
more concisely prove the stability of the observer, we
simplify Eq. (30) as follows:
(
eP D Me C eW g.Ox; u/ C ' I
(31)
ey D Ce
where ' D W Œg.x; u/ g.Ox; u/C"i .x/ is the bounded
O is the weight
' k 6 'N : eW D W W
disturbance and k'
estimation error.
The back propagation algorithm with the correction
term[16] is given as follows:

T
PO D  @J
O
W
 ey W
(32)
O
@W
where J D eTy ey =2 denotes the cost function,  denotes
the learning rate, and  denotes the damping factor.
The result of Eq. (31) is as follows:
O
e D M 1 .W W/g.O
x; u/ C 
(33)
Then,
@J
@J @e
(34)
D

D CT CeM 1 g.Ox; u/
O
O
@e @W
@W
By using Eqs. (33) and (34) in Eq. (32), we can
obtain the following:
PO D g.Ox; u/.M 1 /T eT C  e W
O
W
(35)
y
y
O on both sides
The derivation of equation eW D W W
is as follows:
O
(36)
eP W D g.Ox; u/.M 1 /T eTy C C  ey W
We then introduce the positive definite Lyapunov
function as follows[17] :
1
1
(37)
L D eT Pe C tr.eTW eW /
2
2
where P D PT > 0 is a positive definite matrix and P
for any matrix Q meets the following:
MT P C MPT D Q
(38)
The derivative of Eq. (37) can be obtained as follows:
P L D eT PPe C tr.eTW eP W /
(39)
By using Eqs. (31), (36), and (38) in Eq. (39), we can
obtain the following:
1 T
P L D
e Qe C eT P .eW g.Ox; u/ C ' / C
2
O
(40)
tr.eTW g.Ox; u/.M 1 /T eTy C C eTW  ey W/
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"

Define
ı D .M

f .x; u/ D

1 T

/ CT C:

Then,
1 T
P D
e Qe C eT P.eW g.Ox; u/ C ' /C
2
tr.eTW g.Ox; u/eıı C eTW  kCek .W eW //

(41)

By considering the following inequalities:
8 1
1
ˆ
eT Qe 6
min .Q/ kek2 I
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
2
2
ˆ
< T
e P .eW g.Ox; u/ C ' / 6 kek  kPk  'N I
(42)
ˆ
2
T
ˆ
tr.e
.W
e
//
6
W
I
ke
k
ke
k
ˆ
W
M
W
W
W
ˆ
ˆ
:
tr.eTW eg.Ox; u// 6 gM keW k  kek
we can obtain the following:
1
min .Q/ kek2 CkekkPk 'N CgM keW kkek
P L 6
2
(43)
kıı k C  kCek  .WM keW k keW k2 /

2u
9:8 sin.x1 /
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#
; u D sin.t /:

In the simulation, we set the initial parameters to
be k D 0:002, x0 D .0; 0:4/; and xO 0 D .0:2; 0/. Our
simulation results are shown in Figs. 3–5. Figure
3 shows the state x1 of the actual, estimated, and
observed errors. Figure 4 shows the state x2 of the true,
estimated, and observed errors. Figure 5 shows the state
output error curve of the SRCPFWNN observer.
From the simulation results, we find that the
SRCPFWNN adaptive state observer has good tracking
ability for the state variable of a nonlinear system. In
Fig. 4, at the initial stage, the mutation is due to the
state variable initialization, and the selection of the
initial values depends on the experience, which leads

where min .Q/ is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix
Q.
Further finishing can be obtained as follows:
1
min .Q/ kek2 CkekŒkPk'N  kCkkeW k2C
P L 6
2
(44)
keW k  .gM  kıı k C WM kCk/
If we define
8
1
ˆ
< a D kıı k ;
2
g  kıı k C WM kCk
ˆ
: bD M
;
2. kCk a2 /
we can obtain
1
P L 6
min .Q/ kek2 CkekŒkPk 'N C. kCk a2 /b 2
2
(45)
. kCk a2 /.b keW k2 / a2 keW k2 
to make P L 6 0 as long as
8
2
ˆ
ˆ
< kek >  .Q/ Œ'N kPk C . kCk

Fig. 3 Actual curve, estimated curve, and observed errors
curve of x1 .

a2 /b 2 I

min

(46)
ˆ
a2
ˆ
: >
kCk
Therefore, this meets the requirements for observer
design stability.

5

Fig. 4 Actual curve, estimated curve, and observed errors
curve of x2 .

Simulation Results

Considering the trajectory tracking of spacecraft
manipulators, the state equation is a nonlinear system,
as shown in Eq. (23). The corresponding parameter
values are "
as follows:
#
" #
0 1
0
T
AD
; C D
; t D .0; 30/;
0 0
1

Fig. 5

State output error curve of y.
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to a relatively large estimation error of the initial stage.
Figure 5 shows that the tracking error of the initial
SRCPFWNN stage is relatively large. Because the error
value of the network gradually nears zero at t > 0:5 s,
the processing time of the proposed observer is about
0.5 s.
The average estimation error of the SRCPFWNN is
0.0041, which we attribute to the function of the Gauss
wavelet function. The simulation results of Figs. 3 and 4
show that the SRCPFWNN adaptive observer has good
stability and can overcome system disturbance to realize
system state tracking.
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[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we constructed an SRCPFWNN with
six network layers, based on the TSK fuzzy model
and used the fuzzy rule consequent part for the
SRWNN. The consequent part of the network has
fewer neurons, a faster speed of convergence, a simpler
algorithm, and can also quickly and efficiently track
the change process. On this basis, we proposed a
design method for a new adaptive state observer
based on an SRCPFWNN for nonlinear systems. The
simulation results show that this adaptive observer
can quickly and effectively track the changes of the
state parameters, and has good adaptive approximation
ability in nonlinear dynamical systems. However, this
method has a certain dependence on the selection of
the initial values. In addition, for nonlinear functions
with a small amplitude, its value may converge to the
range of the local minimum, leading to an increase
in the estimation error. Because of the defects in
neural networks, such as lengthy network training,
many iteration cycles, and the need for optimization
of the parameters, a range of problems remain to be
improved.
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